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It has been said that whomever controls the world’s food 
supply ultimately controls the World.  This notion rests 
heavily when recognizing our own food sovereignty and 
security.  In this world of rapid population growth and 
cultural generalization, our identity and general health 
depend upon liberation from the fast food culture and the 
consumer-based matrix created around it.  

Cultural separation is a fundamental step in any Colonial 
initiative.  Where food defi nes distinct cultures, it’s also a 
connection to deeper political scrutiny of title and recogni-
tion in a land of treaties and promises.  The connection 
between unhealthy dietary and lifestyle choices amongst 
Indigenous youth is not an accident.  As a human species 
we’ve been molded into consumerist robots by a corpo-
rate global industrial complex backed by our governments 
and major media conglomerates.  From childhood we 
are bombarded thru Internet, television, radio and movie 
advertisement campaigns that create a social climate in 
the youngest reaches of our children’s consciences and 
playgrounds.  Simply put, the most popular and accepted 
kids usually are those who have seen the newest movies, 
have the newest clothing, toys, music, video games and 
even lunch foods and breakfast cereals.  To be accepted 
as equals into Canadian/American society has challenged 
Indigenous youth before the fi rst residential schools 
opened, and echoes today with repetitive advertisement 
campaigns targeting our kids from day one. 

Not only as Indigenous youth, but also as distinct individu-
als, we are at risk of losing our own personal food sov-
ereignty.  With initiatives like Bill C-51, which will enforce 
regulations upon natural vitamins, medicines and herbal 
remedies and Codex Alimentarius created to regulate food 
quality and control thru a global government body, our 
choices and freedoms are becoming limited governance 
by a small elite class. While separating people from cul-
tural food identities, it also separates cultures from title to 
distinction on cultural, federal and global levels replacing it 
with a generic corporate fast food culture.

Food sovereignty on Turtle Island has played a major role 
economically almost on the sole basis of the dynamic 
refl ections of monetary and resourced based economies.  
Where colonial entities have planted fl ags and constitu-
tions, they also plant intricate taxation systems.  In a re-
sourced based economy without money involved and food 
consumption was a sovereign act that couldn’t be taxed, 
creation of a Departments of Fisheries, Gaming, Health 
and Welfare was imperative for colonial advance.  Regu-
lation of consumption meant chances to tax sovereign 
food sources by way of licenses and eventual abolishment 
of these practices.  Larger commercial licenses are then 
allocated to unions and corporations who lobby for these 
regulations against the small Indigenous industries to their 
elected government representatives.  

This is refl ected upon food security in the communities 
that still depend upon farming and traditional means to 

fi nd sustenance.  In feudal times of medieval England 
and other parts of Europe the city-states and their nobil-
ity charged heavy taxes upon everything from religion to 
crops.  The same concept is existent in the systems of 
food control we see today.  There are many taxes and 
scarcity climate forecasts that govern how and what we 
buy for our own consumption.  Many of us turn to fast 
foods and quick made boxed meals for cheap sustenance 
while still knowing the detrimental effects of such foods to 
our bodies.  Anyone who eats organic can tell you that it 
isn’t cheap, so now the social climate measures to where 
only the rich can eat healthy.

As an artist and observer of these new times upon us, I 
don’t have the solution for our own food sovereignty and 
security issues, but I do see some patterns involved.  
Earth is controlled by a system of information sharing that 
is strengthened by fi nancial structure created by con-
sumption.  Who you give your money to for commodities 
of living drives a complex network of fi nancial institutions 
and corporations.  My view as an editor of a magazine 
and as a member of the global community as an Indig-
enous youth recognizes that we must create a healthy 
independent economy that will drive our cultural knowl-
edge and take steps to putting power of food back into the 
hands of the people. This can be attained thru education, 
communication, solidarity, and effort to escape the indus-
trial complex that aims to process and tax us all.  

You can lead a Crazyhorse to water, but will he 
bottle it and advertise?

>>Ron Dean Harris / Ostwelve / Kwe-la / Mlo:Hyleq
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Tyendinaga Protests New Imposed 
Police Station

A second police station was to be intro-
duced in Tyendinaga territory to increase 
the force from 8 members to 11 but has 
been thwarted by members of the com-
munity.  The 1.9 million-dollar police 
station was implemented without the sup-
port of the Tyendinaga community and 
protesters have stopped the installation 
on several occasions with blockades and 
peaceful protests. Police Chief Ron Ma-
racle has warned the people that he will 
use force to set up the multi million-dollar 
high tech security jailhouse.  Maracle and 
the council of the Mohawks of the Bay of 
Quinte without general consensus of the 
Tyendinaga people unilaterally decided 
to implement the new station.  The band 
supplied $980 million while the other half 
was from the ministry of Public Safety 
and Security.  The people are concerned 
with the imposition of a new jail and the 
misallocation of band funds that should 
be used to fix the ever-worsening drink-
ing water problems in the territory caused 
by blasting in a near by quarry.  The 
building contract for the new station was 
awarded to Build-all Contractors, a com-
pany owned by Police Chief Maracle’s 
brother and that also runs the quarry.

Defenders of the Land Gathering

The Defenders of the Land gathering 
took place from Nov 12-14 in Winni-
peg, Manitoba. The gathering allowed 
representatives from many different 
Indigenous nations and environmental 
groups to congregate and strategize ideas 
for defending our territories, resources 
and rights. Individuals were encouraged 
to tell their own stories; this helped with 
developing affirmative action towards 
similar struggles communities face across 
Turtle Island. Workshops developed 
ideas, consolidation for action and plans 
for further meetings to connect our people 
and rally continual support. 

On Nov 13, the conservative party’s 
national policy conference took place in 
downtown Winnipeg. To  secure rights for 
self-determination, a letter  was created 
and intended to be hand-delivered, by 
Indigenous peoples attending the gather-
ing, to Prime Minister Stephen Harper. 
The letter insisted that the conservative 
government be accountable for continual 
violation of Aboriginal, Treaty and Hu-

man rights. Police prevented Defemders 
of the Land representatives from entering 
the convention centre. A member of the 
RCMP intercepted the letter and assumed 
responsibility for delivering it to the PM. 

The gathering produced a collective voice 
that created a foundation for continual 
communication and community called 
Turtle Island Defenders of the Earth 
(TIDE).

First African American President of the 
United States of America

The US has elected Barack Obama, as 
it’s first African American President on 
November 4th 2008.  Obama defeated 
John McCain for position of the 44th 
President 365 to 173 electoral votes. The 
Obama campaign announced the addition 
of senior Native American staff in states 
of Montana, New Mexico and North Da-
kota. The additions include Gyasi Ross, 
Montana Constituency Director; Amber 
Carrillo, New Mexico Native American 
Vote Director; and Jodi Gillette, North 
Dakota Native American Vote Coordina-
tor.  The new hires join Chicago based 
Wizipan Garriott (Sicangu Lakota), First 
Americans Vote Director, and Nicole 
Willis (Cayuse/Nez Perce/Yakama/Oglala 
Lakota), First Americans Vote Deputy 
Director.  In May 2008 Obama was 
adopted into the Crow Nation in Crow 
Agency, Montana and given the name, 
“One Who Helps People Throughout the 
Land.”  Obama has made several posi-
tive remarks about proactive initiatives 
to recognize the atrocities suffered by 
Native Americans and in his words he has 
put together a policy that truly addresses 
Native problems.  Obama is also the co-
sponsor of the all-important Indian Health 
Care Improvement Act.  Only time will 
tell if President-elect Obama will follow 
thru on his promises to Native Americans 
and turn a new leaf for Native America.

Post-Secondary Funding Crisis

There have been leaks from INAC (In-
dian and Northern Affairs Canada) and 
AFN (Assembly of First Nations) stating 
that Aboriginal Students will no longer 
be receiving government funding for Post 
Secondary Education effective 2009. 
Education funding will fall into “Third-
Party Management” between Aboriginal 
communities and Provinces/Territories 
where they will cooperate with each other 
to improve the access to Post-Secondary 
Education, ignoring that this is a Treaty 
and Inherent Right based on fiduciary 
obligations and responsibilities from the 
Crown and government.

INAC will no longer be responsible for 
Education costs, leaving rural and urban 
Aboriginal communities and individu-
als at an extreme loss. This means that 
Aboriginal students will have to apply for 
loans, grants, bursaries, scholarships and 
other forms of financial assistance just as 
Non-Natives do. Even Aboriginal Post-
Secondary Institutions may no longer 
receive funding.  Furthermore, Aboriginal 
communities will no longer receive fund-
ing and support from INAC, leaving even 
our First Nations communities at risk for 
quality education. 

Listed below are links for information 
and also an online petition for support. 

Petition:
http://www.cepn-fnec.com/index_
e.aspx 
INAC response:

http://www.nan.on.ca/upload/docu-
ments/edu---afn-response---inac-re-
sponse---no-higher-priority.doc.

INAC moving towards Renewal report: 
www.fi rstpeoplescanada.com/Post-
Sec.%20Report.ppt  

 More info can be found at: 
http://tribes.barackobama.com/
page/content/fi rstamshome

>>Natasha Harry, 
Esketemc First Nation
>>Karlene Harvey, 
Chilcotin/ Okanagon/ Carrier
>>Ron Harris, 
Ostwelve / Kwe-la / Mlo:Hyleq

 For more info contact: 
Clayton Thomas-Muller 
claytho@hotmail.com

NEWS
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Letters
A long time ago our people didn’t have all the material things 
we have today. The only things that surrounded us were our 
family, and the land, the trees, the mountains, the plants and 
medicines, the four-legged, the winged, the finned. We shared 
a connection with each and every one, we took care of the land 
and in it’s generous return took care of us. It wasn’t that long 
ago a lot of us still lived off the land, but for many of us the 
connection to it’s resources seems to have grown dollar signs 
instead of the spirit of life.
 
I’m a very spiritual and cultural person. The connection I 
hold with the land and the spirit is far too great for anyone to 
understand who does not share the same relationship. We didn’t 
always have salmon, we didn’t always have sturgeon, for a 
very long time the Sto:lo people lived only on wild game but 
the meat was so heavy that it made everybody lazy and tired. 
People would slack off when they did chores or sleep all the 
time, and that wasn’t the way of our people. Our people were 
hard working and never lazy right up into the elder years and 
beyond. One day a man received a message in his dream, and 
in that dream he was told to go to the river when he woke up in 
the morning.

The man woke up and rushed to the river, as he bent down 
and put his hand into the water, he grabbed something. When 
he pulled his hand back out of the water, it was the very first 
salmon. The salmon spoke to him, he told the man he was sent 
up the river by the Creator because the people up river needed 

something that kept them energized and able to grow physically 
and mentally. The man was excited and was about to put the 
salmon back in the river, the salmon told the man to stop and 
come back because there were rules the people needed to fol-
low. The salmon told the man, “We will always come back to 
your people, but if you dont follow these rules we’ll stop com-
ing up the river, and we’ll find some place else to go. When 
you catch the first salmon of the year you will share it with 
your whole community by way of a feast, when you are done, 
you will bring the bones back to the river to give respect to the 
salmon for giving it’s life to feed you. You must respect us and 
honour us at all times, take care of the land and water that feed 
this river so we may build strong bodies and minds.” The man 
went back to his village and told his people what he saw. Ever 
since then our people have followed the rules.

However, within the last few years as the salmon stocks seem 
to vanish and fishermen of all kinds blame each other, even 
our own people seem to forget their own teachings. We’re not 
taking care of things the way they used to, and in return they’re 
not taking care of us as they used to. Everyone needs to step 
back and look at the warnings, such as; the floods, the forest 
fires, the depletion of salmon, the bear invasions, the rockslides 
and accidents on the Sea-to-Sky and other events related to na-
ture within our own territories. Mother nature has the ability to 
help us live in a good way, but if we don’t listen to her the way 
we used to, she has the same ability to clean up everything that 
is doing wrong to our homeland and to our people. The ones 

Write to Us: 
PO Box 2042, Station Main Terminal, Vancouver BC, 
V6B 3R6
info@redwiremag.com
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>>Raven Ann Potschka, Haida

who are meant to stay here will be shown mercy.

In every relationship, the responsibility must be split 50/50. 
Our people took care of the land, the land took care of the peo-
ple and somewhere in the last few decades, we seem to have 
adopted the mainstream view of individualism and selfish-
ness. We’re only taking care of ourselves, only thinking about 
what we want and have left Mother Earth to fend for herself. 
Just because there isn’t any bullets and arrows flying back and 
forth does not mean we aren’t at war anymore. The war is just 
being fought in a different way in which our people can’t see 
it so plainly. Just because you may be on the rez, doesn’t mean 
your not lost. Bring your spirits back home and help the land 
again. Let’s not forget, if it hadn’t been for her generousity, we 
wouldn’t be here. 

Jason Thompson,
Mae’xeyetel/Shxwt’achi:smexw

Hi my name is Laura, 

I’m Métis, 26 years old and a student teacher at UBC. I have 
had the privilege over the years to be involved with almost 
every summer program that UBC runs for Aboriginal youth. 
Consistently, one of my favorite parts of the program is making 
meals with the kids. No matter the situation, homesickness, 
personal issues, the kids are always happy in the kitchen too. I 
would like to tell everyone out there who works with kids, or 
has kids, that getting them in the kitchen does a lot more than 
just produce good meals.

Kids learn so much in the kitchen; the science of healthy eating 

and food economics. They use math to figure out a recipe to 
feed everyone. They learn cooperation, leadership and organi-
zation. They make decisions, take pride in what they produce 
and best of all, have fun.

So many of our little brothers and sisters are living in poverty. 
Many have a single parent that is working overtime to just 
scrape by. Money and time are tight. The messed up way that 
the food market works, is that food that is more processed and 
less healthy is cheaper; this is what many of our people are 
eating. By being in the kitchen, kids can learn and experiment 
in making healthy food that is also low cost. Making food 
together is a family bonding experience, no matter what your 
family looks like!

I remember one youth arriving at camp and referring to it as 
“fat camp” because he had never eaten so healthy before. But 
by the end of the week, he really liked the food and “fat camp” 
wasn’t so bad after all. In a society the worships the super thin, 
many youth fall prey to advertising campaigns that tell them 
they are not good enough; so many Aboriginal youth suffer 
from low self esteem. Teaching kids good eating habits can 
help them feel better about themselves and help them know that 
being healthy is more important than body size.

We all have very busy lives, making time to make food together 
is hard most times but making this attempt can have great 
benefits for youth and everyone else. Making our own food 
empowers us to have more sovereignty over what goes in our 
bodies. It can empower our youth with life skills. It can liberate 
us from the manufactured food marketing machine. It can make 
us stronger and healthier, together. <<>>
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 Progress today has taken 
away much of our clean water. The 
modern world has severed our con-
nection with it; physically, mentally 
and spiritually. We have lost our re-
spect and reverence for its life-giving 
power. Water feeds the land, creates 
a home and habitat for the animals 
and is the glue that holds everything 
together. 

Magic On The Water, by Tracey Kim 
Bonneau, takes us on a journey 
through the earth and its people while 
opening our eyes and hearts to the 
impact of our connection to the heart 
and soul of water. It’s an insightful 
and spiritual documentary that slowly 
reveals the powerful union between 
our people and the water, and through 
its course we discover the many faces 
that the strong presence of water 
plays in our lives. 

 Our elders speak through-
out the fi lm, as well as a myriad of 
voices from the Interior to the West 
Coast. Through their stories we unite 
with them to help rekindle a dying 

language and to break down social 
barriers between all people.  From the 
water we can hear a rhythm.  We feel 
its energy as its force hits the rocks at 
many angles. You can hear it speak 
and sing its song as it carves its way 
through the land and with the power 
of this earth it feeds and protects.

 “I get my power from the 
water” says one elder. The history 
is held through landmarks, creeks, 
trees, and these stories from elders. 
“Our traditional territories transcend 
modern national borders,” echoes 
another voice, “they cover a large part 
of British Columbia and Washington 
State.” Through these vignettes the 
fi lm reveals how land was divided and 
how being forced to go to residential 
schools separated indigenous peo-
ple, but the power and presence of 
water through the years kept people 
connected. The water called to our 
people. 

 Power of expression and uni-
ty is also explored through the Seven 
Feathers that represent each tribe 

and would hold a community together 
when the border had separated them 
from their natural territory. The Syilk 
people who made canoes to celebrate 
and reconnect with the water and the 
land. The elders in Penticton had a 
dream to see these canoes fl oat on 
the waterways again and thus the 
unity trek was formed and celebrated 
annually. 

 The Indigenous people are 
also shown painting an illustrious 
tapestry of humour and connectivity 
to the land. One man says “the water 
tested us,” but something greater was 
taking place. It was the young and the 
old coming together, reviving tradi-
tions through several years of diffi cult 
yet dedicated work.

 Magic on the Water is indeed 
a magical tribute to our elders who 
paved our way and a hopeful look 
toward a future where our languages 
and people can be restored and culti-
vated through water and each other.

Magic on the WaterMagic on the Water
Directed by Tracey Bonneau,
Straight Arrow Productions

Review by Jan Vincent Sam, Carrier
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Mohawk 
Cuisine

Magic on the Water

Writing about ‘Mohawk Cuisine’ isn’t easy.  Basically we 
like to eat.  Our nation can’t function on an empty stom-
ach.  This assignment is random because I am no food 
connoisseur or chef.  I am an actor.  But I’m always think-
ing about how much I like to eat. 

We Kanien’ke:haka (Mohawk people) have traditional 
dishes going way back.  We also have some dishes that 
have been infl uenced by the French people who decided 
to settle on our land years ago.  Calling our food ‘cuisine’ 
makes me giggle.  After venturing and tasting food from 
all over, I realize that food is fuel.  No fancy spices or 
sauces or garnishes on the side; just belly fi lling suste-
nance to keep us energized.

We call our basic food the ‘Three Sisters” which are corn, 
beans and squash.  We honor them at the four-day Har-
vest Festival in the autumn. The three sisters are heavy 
foods.  They are rich in all the vitamins and nutrients we 
needed for our outdoor lifestyle.

We were not totally vegetarians as we hunted small and 
large game and fi sh. Growing food meant we could live 
in one place for a long time and did not have to move 
around following the animals. We were less nomadic 
hunter-gatherers than other Indigenous nations.  Because 
of this we were able to develop our Great Law of Peace, 
which is the constitution and philosophy of our people. A 
lot of our economic, social, and political structure comes 
from our relationship to our food. Inside our stockades, 
we grew our medicines and on the outside we had huge 
gardens that the men prepared and the women planted 
together.  The men hunted game in the forests and fi shed 
in the streams.

Autumn is when my people would harvest crops and get 
ready for the long winter. We dried vegetables and fruits, 
and we even stored food in the earth, sometimes enough 
for years to come. The colonists used to attack our vil-
lages when they were hungry to get at our rations.  
Springtime is the time of renewal.  During that time, we 
have a ‘Strawberry Festival’ that honors the ‘berries’ 
contribution to our survival.  The festival also honors the 
medicines that begin to grow at this time. We used certain 
foods only in ceremonies with each other.  We feed the 

spirits in our traditional masks, which we put through a 
ceremony at least once a year.

Summer time would not be complete without a cool fresh 
crushed strawberry drink.  Any Mohawk would agree with 
me on that.  Hot cedar tea is great for vitamin c.  In the 
summer, my Istah makes a killer iced cedar tea.
We Kanion’ke:haka fi gured out how to stab a hole in a 
tree and get the most amazing sweetener and medi-
cine. Maple syrup is one of Canada’s best exports and 
probably the most popular gift that the tourists take back 
home.

As our territory was slowly being overtaken by the colo-
nists we had to rely on vegetable, fruit, and herbs.  The 
English and French inevitably infl uenced a few of our 
dishes. The most popular is “meat pie”.  It’s fi lled with 
potatoes, pork, and beef; it is very fattening!  The French 
call their version ‘tortiere’.  If you go over to someone’s 
house for dinner or a gathering, hot meat pie baby, with 
ketchup or cranberry sauce! You can buy it at ‘Eileen’s 
Bakery’ on the highway in Kahnawake for 8 bucks! This 
is a new dish for us.  Imagine 500 years ago our women 
dressed in buckskin and furs around the fi re making pas-
try pies!  We did not have wheat or fl our then. 

When we go over to our aunties or Doda’s (grandma) 
house, we help ourselves to delicious chicken and 
dumplings from a huge pot on the stove.  All we need is 
a bowl, a spoon, and some pepper. Cornbread is served 
every Sunday with steak or sausage and drenched in 
gravy and it is a fl at ball about the size of your fi st, with 
kidney beans in it.  We don’t get hungry until Monday 
morning. The ironworkers who travel to the states for 
work come back on the weekends to have this meal with 
their families.
Like I said, I am no expert in cuisine.  I grew up in Kahn-
awake.  We were told by our elders, ‘If you want to be 
healthy, follow the diet our ancestors 200 years ago and 
you’ll be in perfect health’. Feasting is a huge part of our 
culture.  After every wedding, shower, birthday, gradua-
tion, celebration, or even death you can look forward to 
a meal. I hope I gave you a good idea of what is on our 
dinner table.  

If you want to experience it, come to the rez. 

>>Kaniehtiio Horn
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Generating food 
becomes a political act 
of asserting sovereignty 
by reclaiming culture.

 When Europeans fi rst made contact in North 
America, aspiring horticulturalists amongst them would 
have found a paradise. Over two thousand different foods 
derived from plants alone were in use, the people were 
healthy, and food shortages were uncommon. In Europe 
the opposite was true at the time, although over the cen-
turies-spanning period of colonization, this set-up was 
gradually reversed. Even within America, at the beginning 
of the nineteenth century, ninety percent of the American 
population produced food in rural areas, with the remain-
ing ten percent consuming that food in urban areas, 
where today those fi gures are opposite.  Very few of the 
modern farming population is Indigenous, even though 
many of the crops produced internationally – such as 
corn, potatoes, tomatoes, and beans – are indigenous to 
the Americas.  Indigenous communities are often fac-
ing food insecurity, and many people are less healthy, as 
demonstrated in the rising patterns of disease. Traditional 
foods and the means of producing them have been lost 
with devastating results. Fortunately today many Indig-
enous groups are seeking to revitalize traditional forms of 
agriculture across North America.  

 

  Not all Native nations were agricultural, 
as many environments did not favor this type of food 
acquisition: above the permafrost line, or in the desert 
plains for example. North American peoples relied on 
plants, mostly foraged from the wild, without the need 
for anthropogenic cultivation. However, there is a legacy 
amongst many peoples, of agricultural practices that had 
great cultural signifi cance, in addition to hunting, gather-
ing, fi shing and pastoral practices.

 The Iroquois were renowned agriculturalists, the 
Anishnaabe (Ojibwe) were famed cultivators of wild rice, 
and the Pueblo, were all adept farmers and planters. For 
these and other Indigenous people, food was a sacred 
element, a medicine, large part of culture helping to 
establish communal bonds, thought and traditions. There 
are Indigenous myths and legends that express the close 
relationship to plants and animals. The Iroquois have sto-
ries relayed to the people by a prophet establishing the 
named ‘three sisters’, beans, corn, and squash, as part of 
the culture, and a gift to the people. Corn for the Iroquois 

has spiritual, emotional, and physical aspects woven with 
a culturally specifi c paradigm and way of life, which in 
many ways centered around agriculture.  The Anishnaabe 
have legends of wild rice being a gift from the Creator.  
These foods form the basis of many ceremonies and cel-
ebrations.  Agricultural practices were a ‘social act’ of the 
community that enabled a relationship with the land at an 
early age, and allowed an oral knowledge of the land and 
plants to be passed down to future generations. This was 
not only a way of providing food, but ensuring the culture 
was replicated in traditional manifestations. Cultural 
diversity is often represented by food diversity, so we 
recognize foods as coming from different cultures, and 
cultures adopting certain foods as part of their identities. 
 
 Canada and the United States have a history 
of dispossessing Aboriginal peoples of their lands and 
causing environmental devastation. Reserve lands were 
agriculturally, often less than prime, or in other ecosys-
tems completely. There were direct attempts to change 
agricultural practices such as residential schools forced 
teaching of European style agriculture, furthered by the 
notion that Native agriculture wasn’t “agriculture,” as it 
didn’t resemble the European equivalent. It wasn’t land 
and labor intensive, and these beliefs perpetuated poli-
cies that allowed Europeans to falsely declare lands left 
unproductive.  Arguably the strongest force in recent 
times has been economics. Privatized land holdings 
and the need to make money off of the holdings were 
responsible for pushing many traditional farmers into Eu-
ropean production methods. Forced inclusion of Native 
communities into the wage economy against traditional 
subsistence could have been enough to send traditional 
agriculture into slow, steady decline. This allowed situa-
tions where few families may remain in an entire reserve 
practicing agriculture as their main subsistence.
 
 Many communities are developing programs 
with related objectives, like revival of wild rice harvesting 
in Anishnaabe communities. These communities con-
test with large agro-industrial plantations, wild rice gene 
patents, contamination of modifi ed genes, and water pol-
lution. One Iroquois project seeks to preserve traditional 
knowledge and values, using them in modern sustainable 
production methods; promoting economic development, 
while increasing communication and information dis-
semination for people within and outside the communi-
ties. Another project works to educate and build capacity 
among planters, form community and commercial links 
while improving community health. Modernized produc-
tion and processing are utilized, but essential elements 
are the same, while working to preserve the biodiversity 
of seeds. 

Indigenous Agriculture Indigenous Agriculture 
as a Revitalization and as a Revitalization and 
Decolonization MovementDecolonization Movement

>>BEN POWLESS, MOHAWK/ANISHNAABE 
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Traditional food loss forced many to rely on commodities; 
essentially culturally-inappropriate staples that contributed to 
rises in blood pressure and diabetes, where traditional foods 

were the best solution to these health problems.

 The understanding of the link between cultural 
and biological diversity is growing, with much concern 
placed on the fact that one third of the four thousand 
species of food on this continent are at risk of extinction 
or cultural abandonment, whereby knowledge of how to 
plant, gather, and prepare these foods is lost. This along 
with economic development and independence offers a 
way to use lands in a productive yet traditional manner.  
Some projects have marketing and outreach aspects 
that would help ensure fi nancial sustainability, return 
to a sustainable economy, and allow a different type of 
culturally appropriate economic system and framework 
of productivity for consideration. Generating food be-
comes a political act of asserting sovereignty by reclaim-
ing culture. This relates to reclaiming a relationship with 
nature, education, rebuilding family and community roles, 
reviving ceremonies and celebrations, and instilling tradi-
tional values. These growths offer Native communities a 
measure of economic, cultural, and political self-determi-
nation, rooted in a traditional relationship with the land. 

 Important to this process is the preservation of 
what is commonly called traditional ecological knowl-
edge. It can be defi ned as a body of knowledge and 
beliefs transmitted through oral tradition and fi rst-hand 
observation about a local environment, and a system 
of self-management that governs resource use.  Also 
important is reviving these traditional forms of knowledge 
transmission, as this knowledge can only be learned in 
context.  Understanding traditional agriculture as tra-
ditional ecological knowledge, means recognizing the 
special methods to preserve, propagate it, and carry with 

it responsibilities as a sacred part of the culture.  Legally, 
the United Nations has a set of Principles and Guidelines 
for the Protection of the Heritage of Indigenous Peoples 
that defi nes agriculture as one area of cultural heritage. 
Traditionally, there are obligations attached to traditional 
knowledge, somewhat applicable to traditional agricul-
tural practices. These obligations include: ensuring its 
transmission, personally sharing with prepared people, at 
times sharing only with kin, at times with outsiders only 
reciprocally, and fi nally, ensuring that it be used carefully.

 Declines in traditional agriculture and traditional 
foods have become part of the major health problems in 
Native communities. Health must be understood more 
broadly than what might serve as a standard defi nition.  
Sacred foods are tied to emotional, physical, and spiritual 
health, where health operates at individual and commu-
nity levels. Sacred foods grown by Indigenous peoples 
would provide a link to communal health, just as gather-
ing, growing, preparing, and storing foods are at the core 
of Pueblo community life, health and well being.  Tradi-
tional food loss forced many to rely on commodities; es-
sentially culturally-inappropriate staples that contributed 
to rises in blood pressure and diabetes, where traditional 
foods were the best solution to these health problems.  
Modern foods have many unknown and potentially toxic 
effects, and carcinogens sprayed for protection from 
pests that pollute our bodies. Healthy and revitalized 

individuals and communities alike, depend on reclaiming 
and creating healthy food traditions.  Moving towards tra-
ditional Native foods can be seen as a way of healing by 
returning to the original instruction that food is medicine 
and water is life, while educating in the process.

 Author Taiake Alfred defi ned decolonization as: “a 
process of discovering the truth in a world created out of 
lies. It is thinking through what we think we know to what 
is actually true but is obscured by knowledge derived 
from our experiences as colonized peoples.”  

 This framework of traditional agriculture and in-
terrelated processes, like language recovery, health pro-
motion, and other related factors, presents a process of 
decolonization, by returning to original traditions, foods 
and ways of life, visioning new possibilities by returning 
to traditions, and regaining the understandings of the 
interconnection between all Life on Earth. 

 Indigenous peoples across Native North America 
have had their traditional forms of harvesting food dev-
astated. This results in a loss of cultural heritage, with 
health, economic and social impacts. However, we have 
seen the rise of a new movement that seeks to reclaim 
what has been lost. By bringing back traditional foods 
through traditional harvesting techniques, we are able to 
take a glimpse at strategies of resistance to the domi-
nant (agri)cultures that give communities a measure of 
economic, cultural and political sovereignty, while re-es-
tablishing connections with the land. This essentially is 
a form of traditional ecological knowledge whose revival 

we are witnessing, which therefore has special rights 
and responsibilities afforded to it. It also seeks to restore 
individual and community health through the healing 
power of the food itself and related production processes 
used to acquire it. The fi nal result of this movement is 
part of a wider movement towards decolonization, which 
is about escaping from various forms of oppression and 
returning different possibilities to Native peoples. In doing 
so, strengthening Indigenous cultures, grounding them in 
their original traditions, and using the humanity so gained 
for positive purposes. What we have is a sketch of a 
resistance and revitalization movement seeking to rebuild 
damaged (agri)cultures and provide a brighter future, 
through blood, sweat and tears. What we have is recla-
mation of Indigenous identity, voice, and vision. 

Ben Powless is a student (of human rights, 
environmental studies and Indigenous 

studies), photographer and advocate for Indig-
enous Rights. He works with many groups that 
work towards preserving the environment and 

advocating for social justice.

Check out his photography at:

www.fl ickr.com/photos/powless
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             What we are told by the media and what the 
government labels the truth are very distant from one 
another. There was a time, not so long ago when I carried 
very odious views in regards to fi sh farming and Aquacul-
ture in general.  It was my fi rst trip to a farm that shed a 
tremendous amount of light onto what is really happening 
in the aquaculture industry, right now… not 10 years ago 
or even 5 years ago.  

I believe the media is largely responsible for the negative 
attention that the Aquaculture industry receives. Every-
thing I knew about aquaculture was from the media but 
that’s only one side of the story my dears, and if you only 
have one side of the story you will fall short of complete 
understanding every time. After a little bit of investigat-
ing and whole lot of questions, I have come to some 
new understandings and gained some juicy facts about 
fi sh farms. Allow me to share them with you, as I feel we 
should all be well informed, and not just by mainstream 
media.  

Lets talk waste, the waste is extremely regulated by 
inspectors and biologists in various sectors of the govern-
ment. It is said that large farms produce the waste of a 
city with the population of 10,000 people. Unfortunately 
we cannot compare a city of humans to a farm of fi sh; 
the fi sh are growing constantly while on site and use their 
food accordingly. An adult animal/ human eats 4 pounds 
of food and produces 4 pounds of solid waste, a farmed 
aquatic animal eats 4 pounds of food and produces 1 
pound of solid waste. Now let’s add up 500,000 fi sh on a 
farm plus the amount of waste they produce, the result is 
a virtual underwater mountain of fi sh crap! After the fi sh 
are harvested, a farm is required by government policy to 
leave their site fallow (empty) for a number of months to 
allow the ocean fl oor to recover, unfortunately the number 
of sites that see this fallow period is only 1 in 4. There is 
however a required fl ow of water on all sides, so farms 
are found at depths of 50m or more, or one hundred feet. 
Sites are chosen that allow for the least amount of impact 
on life inhabiting the ocean fl oor.  The majority of life the 
government considers worth saving is living at a depth of 
30m or less in the intertidal zones, and the life below that 

30m mark is considered disposable. Unfortunately not all 
sites are placed in ideal settings, and impacts to the sur-
rounding ocean fl oor and sea life is a reality.  

The escape issue is always a scary one, here are some 
facts about escapes. In recent years the escapes average 
from 40 to 40 000 salmon/year. It seems that the escape 
numbers are high at times and low at others, it really 
depends on what the province is willing to share with the 
public.  Due to the nature of the way farmed fi sh are fed 
like aquarium fi sh their whole life, they have a really slim 
chance in the wild to compete for food. They are quite 
docile and cannot compete with the naturally strong and 
beautiful wild stocks for food, and the escaped salmon 
have not been capable of reproducing successfully to 
date.  

Alaska is no better, on the real, Alaska grows farmed 
pacifi c salmon in huge open cages, and sets them free 
into the ocean and when they are ready, the fi sh are then 
caught for commercial use. These farmed stocks after 
directly competing for wild food, return to the rivers they 
were raised at the mouth of and breed with wild stocks, 
that is, if they are not caught fi rst. Alaska then claims their 
fi sh are wild. Hmmm, ‘Wild Pacifi c Alaskan Salmon’, or is 
it?  

WILD SALMON DON’T DO DRUGS !WARNING!

 Farm raised salmon is contaminated with cancer causing 
chemicals that people should expose themselves to no 
more than once a month!  

There are some concerns about farmed salmon being 
drugged. I asked many different people, including aqua-
culture experts, biologists, the farmers themselves, and 
I checked a number of websites for the truth about this 
one.  

Food costs for fi sh meal: $1400+ per ton of feed The fi sh, 
depending on size can go through 500-18,000 kg/day of 
this food! 18x1400= $25,200/day to feed the fi sh. 

The feed is expensive to say the least, and if antibiot-

>>Carrielynn Victor, Cheam (Chiy:om)

WHAT DO YOU
KNOW ABOUT

FISH FARMS?
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ics which are used for infected fi sh, are added on top of 
that, the prices sky rocket. Drugs or medicines are only 
used when absolutely necessary, like vaccines. All smolts 
are vaccinated twice when they leave the hatchery to 
be placed in ocean pens.  Less than 1% of fi sh feed is 
medicated compared to up to 50% in traditional livestock 
industries.  Unlike traditional livestock industries, no hor-
mones are used in salmon farming. The idea for vaccinat-
ing fi sh stocks came from the livestock industry, have you 
had any beef or chicken lately?   

Speaking of beef, which comes from cows that have fl eas 
(ew, yes it true) here’s some facts about sea lice. Sea 
lice are a naturally occurring; there are over 300 species. 
Salmon pick them up from other ocean dwelling crea-
tures, as well as from simply being in the saltwater. Sea 
lice growth is mostly infl uenced by higher water tempera-
tures and salinity or salt content, so a fi sh farm is an ideal 
place for sea lice to thrive. There are many variables 
in accordance with the existence of sea lice. Extensive 
research has been done since 2001, some of which is 
available from unbiased scientists. Most of the information 
about fi sh farms we receive is presented in media form 
from Non Government Organizations. These guys hire 
biased, well paid scientists to produce numbers in short 
time frames. While government research takes time and 
comes from many angles, but remains unavailable due to 
the nature of the results. This process appears to leave 
the public in the dark. 

Lets create a scenario using the government regulated 
amount of lice per fi sh (lpf) multiplied by the amount of 
fi sh on a given farm: 2(lpf)x500,000 = 100,000,000 lice 
per farm x farms in BC = 173,000,000 

That’s 173 million extra sea lice that our wild stocks must 
swim through to return to their streams. The government 
claims the threat is TO the farmed salmon BY the wild 
salmon, but I must question the motive for turning the 
table. It reminds me of a small child blaming their sibling 
for a mistake they made and won’t take the blame for. I 
worked on a study of the stocks returning up the Fraser 
River a couple years  ago; every other fi sh had at least 
two lice or scars from lice and mangled fl esh from the 
damage done by the parasite, those are just the lice that 
survive the freshwater which accounts for less than a third 
of the entire lice species. Lice however are a parasite and 
not a disease, farmed salmon have naturally occurring 
diseases as do wild salmon, but because they are in a 
closed environment disease spreads quickly and the fi sh 
are immediately vaccinated to avoid further losses. All the 
antibiotics and vaccinations have medicinal properties 
that consumers eat when they consume farmed salmon. 
The scary part of the global picture is that BC is in the 
lead for holistic salmon farming in the world.  

Our people have a right to know all there is to know 

about the Aquaculture industry. First Nation consultation 
is a requirement for the government and new initiatives 
as well as employees are being brought into action, not 
all the new recruits know what they are doing, maybe 
this will result in the province being able to empathise 
with fi rst nations people’s governance capacity issues? 
First nations people have a right to ask questions, to be 
provided with answers and to hold tight to our morals and 
values as well.  I understand the moral issues about Fish 
Farms, no one can tell us what we feel is wrong. When 
the government requests consultation with a band or a 
nation, the best possible move is to do the necessary 
research and respond. Personally I recommend asserting 
Section 91(24) of the Constitution Act of 1982 and putting 
the Fiduciary responsibility in the Federal Governments 
hands. Start a dialogue that speaks of aboriginal rights, 
and Aboriginal title, as well we should build resources that 
provide information about the traditional use of the land 
and resources, making environmental sustainability a key 
focus for our future generations.
 

There are many more issues to discuss, and I still have 
much to learn regarding Aquaculture and our precious 
salmon. I pray that my children and their grandchildren 
will have access to this entitled part of our history and the 
knowledge of how to prepare, preserve and maintain the 
salmon we recognize as family more than a resource.    

Thank you, Yalh Yuxw Kw:as-Hoy 
Yours in truth, 
Xómóntalo:t Carrielynn 

Sockeye on the Mind
>>Carrielynn Victor, Cheam (Chiy:om)
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TYONHEHKWENTYONHEHKWEN
I am proud to be Onkwehón:we. I am afforded the ability 
to represent My People through both words and actions. 
I was inspired by my people at an early age and decided 
that for everyday of my life, I would commit at least one 
sovereign action. Growing up in Six Nations I learned my 
roles and responsibilities by being a good listener and 
observer. My mother Terrylynn (Turtle Clan) raised me and 
my sisters with a certain lifestyle so we knew how to rely 
on and have faith in each other. Over the front door of our 
home hung a sign that read, “Mohawk Sovereignty will 
Never Die.” That kind of lifestyle entailed two things: we 
grew our food, and we lived away from the road! 

 I grew up in a home without electricity; to this day my 
childhood bedroom is lit only by a kerosene lantern. My 
oldest memories in life are waking up to get the morning 
water out at the well (I was the early riser so my sisters 
made me do it!). My favorite time of year is late winter 
when the sap is running in our family’s sugar bush; the 
sweet syrupy smell of Hard Maple burning in the wood-
stove, and the knowledge that those very ashes will 
be used to lye our corn. There was a certain peaceful 
quiet that white people pay good money to hear.  I’m 
only 21 years old; these are not the memories of any of 
our grandparents, though they may understand the life I 
come from. My mother raised me knowing that her family 
is, and always was, purebred farmers.  I’ve learned from 
hearing stories of my great-uncles that sovereignty is 
found in your garden. Our sovereignty has always been in 
the fact that we can care for ourselves. My favorite story 
was of how my great-grandfather would always plant an 
extra cornfi eld for the People. The only rule in our house 
was that you take what you need and you use what 
you take. You have only Shonkwaya’tìson to thank. My 
Mother through all of her stories taught me that a Nation 
is not a Nation until it can feed itself, and we can take 
good care of one another.

The hardest part of growing up was not the smell of 

canning tomatoes  (the smell always made me sick), or 
waking up early on a school day to frost on my blankets 
when the fi re went too low in the night. The tough part 
was being called poor and dirty by my schoolmates. My 
clothes would smell of smoke when I went to school. 
I hated my Mom for making me go to school in smoke 
smelling clothes; I was too embarrassed to invite friends 
over to my house to see that I didn’t even have running 
water or a color TV. It took years for me to stop hating 
myself because I thought I was poor. I have slowly been 
able to forgive my classmates because I now realize I had 
more than what they had. 

What I was able to take away from my childhood is what 
the old timers had foreseen. All Onkwehón:we (Original 
People) have experienced a fall from our independence 
into a lifestyle that will not last forever. Our old ways were 
timeless and self-sustaining. It was hard to be raised the 
way I was. But I can forgive my mother for it because it 
gave me something far greater than myself; she showed 
me a true act of sovereignty. In order to teach indepen-
dence; we need to experience it. Our children are natural 
born observers. They will never pick up something as 
important if they do not observe us practicing what we 
preach. My mother gave me a hard but purely land based 
lifestyle in order to let me practice my independence from 
day one. My true path laid itself before me as I thrived 
in the traditional lifestyle through language, longhouse, 
standing among the women singing our Seed Songs. 

I see a stirring in the spirit of young people that I know 
will change Indian Country for the better. We are pro-

I’ve learned from 
hearing stories of my great-
uncles that sovereignty is 

found in your garden.

TSÍ YOTSIHSTARÁTHE DAKOTA BRANT
>> MOHAWK, TURTLE CLAN FROM SIX NATIONS OF THE GRAND RIVER 
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Booze is like Rotten Fruit
>>Odeimin Gontarason, Mohawk/Anishinabe

TYONHEHKWEN

gressing greatly in our responsibility of reclaiming our chil-
dren’s birthright. We must remember to acknowledge what 
that birthright fully involves. We are not reclaiming just a 
land or a resource; we are reclaiming a lifestyle. Our lifestyle 
depends on a land-base; they are inseparable. When I have 
my own children I will provoke a proud spirit in them with 
a creativity that only our sovereign lifestyle can allow. Our 
ability to grow our own food has been central in that notion. 
I have given my life to doing what I can to place my unborn 
children where they need to be with the tools that they will 
need in each hand; forging links between the Creator and us. 
My children’s birthright is something which I would die for. All 
my children need now are good, steadfast role models pre-
pared to do the same. We all know that true leaders lead by 
example, in every facet of his or her life. I challenge each of 
you to commit one sovereign act everyday. This is what sov-
ereignty looks like to me; it isn’t a barricade, a smoke shop 
or a warrior fl ag. It isn’t going to a conference talking about 
how nice it is that some Indians out there still grow there own 
food, or hunt, or fi sh. Forget that, if you don’t practice what 
you preach than you’re useless to me. White people are not 
afraid of our weapons; their fear is that Natives can take care 
of themselves. Sovereignty is a garden; it is being able to go 
into the bush and pick the medicines that will help our corn 
grow, or whatever else you need to do to put food in your 
children’s stomach. It means sometimes having to some-
where smell a little like smoke! This is what sovereignty is to 
me. What does is it mean to you?

Tsí Yotsihstaráthe Dakota Brant is a third 
year student at Trent University in Indig-
enous Environmental Studies, and writes 
a bi-weekly column called “Turtle Talk” for 

the Turtle Island News
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 My name is Cease Wyss and 
I belong to the Skxwu7mesh and Sto:
lo Nations. My traditional name is 
T’uy’tanat, (tuis-tanat).  Names are 
given to us with the hope of living up 
to it or for something we’ve been liv-
ing up to.  My name refl ects what I’ve 
done and what I’m always going to 
do. Broken down plainly it sounds like 
‘medicine woman’.  Growing up and 
watching non-native people romanti-
cizing the medicine person, I hesitate 
to say that I’m a medicine woman. 
I don’t want my translation to be so 
literal. After speaking to people who 
know my language more than me, I 
was told that my name isn’t only just 
‘women that gathers medicines.’ My 
name is actually, ‘woman who travels 

by canoe to gather medicines for all 
people.’ It felt a lot better to me say-
ing it and thinking of it in that context.

 I’ve done this work for years 
and I know in my heart and mind that 
I will as long as I’m able to; until I 
can’t walk or go to woods anymore. 
I’m dedicated to the life I’m in. That 
makes me feel a great deal of pride 
and connection to my past, present 
and future. If you’re working in the 
fi eld of helping people, as well as 
yourself, you need that grounding. 
You need to be aware of those three 
elements of your past, present and 
future. Our pasts tell us what we did 
wrong but it also tells us what we did 
right. Our present is about making 

the right decisions, and the future is 
undetermined to a certain degree, 
but if we make the right decisions we 
know it will play out in a good way. I 
see that my name is more than just 
a word. It’s a commitment to my life. 
Regardless of whatever job I have or 
wherever I am, I’ll live that life.

I’m always gathering medicines. 
If I’m walking in parks and see a 
Hawthorne tree I’ll to stop and pick 
Hawthorne berries. If I see Raspberry 
or Blackberry leaves and know I’m 
going to need that, I pick that. Some 
people think I only pick in the sum-
mer because they believe that’s the 
only time things grow. Licorice fern 
only grows in the fall and can’t be 
picked in the summer. Even if har-
vested then, it wouldn’t be as healthy 
because it goes dormant.  Licorice 
fern rests in the warm weather and 
comes back to life in the fall rains 
when we need it because we start 
to have sore throats and respiratory 
ailments. In the spring when our diets 
change, we need vitality, so we pick 
stinging nettle to make a tea that is 
a vitamin and mineral fi lled energy 
tonic. Throughout the year, medicines 
are used seasonally and locally. 
When they’re wild and not located in 
polluted areas, they’re pretty much 
organic. Organic is whatever you 
grow in your kitchen or backyard, and 
that’s a really great thing. There are 
also medicines from other parts of 
the world that we might use, but have 
to be shipped here. They might be 
helpful, but when we do the math, we 
see how damaging it is to use things 
from farther away; it’s about lessen-
ing your carbon footprint and using 
it responsibly. Try fi nding people to 
trade with so you’re supporting and 
empowering people and where ever 
they’re from directly.  I can’t help but 
put all these things into perspective 
when I pick. I go back to who my 
teachers were and who my elders 
are from many directions because 
even though they haven’t come from 
the same place or families, they all 
have similar teachings.  Even within 
my own family, we are trying to think 
and act more on a local level.

>>Riel Manywounds, Tsuu T’ina

Food Security
With
Cease Wyss
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“Throughout the year, medicines are used seasonally and locally. When 
they’re wild and not located in polluted areas, they’re pretty much organic. 

Organic is whatever you grow in your kitchen or backyard, and that’s a 
really great thing.”

 My fi rst herbal teacher was 
Kayendres, (guy-end-a-lees) and 
her name means ‘she understands 
what she sees’. Her english name 
is Charolette Green, and she is a 
Mohawk from the Turtle Clan. She 
was the fi rst traditional herbalist to 
lift me up and put me in the right 
direction. She would send me to the 
woods to gather because she knew 
I had already taught myself quite 
a bit. That was very advantageous 
for us. She gathered with me, and 
we spent a good fi ve years together 
working and learning. A lot of the way 
I teach goes back to her teachings. 
Another Herbal teacher I have is 
Harvest McCampbell who is Iroquois, 

Onadoga and Oswega, another Six 
Nations woman. Harvest has been 
my teacher for 15 years and every-
thing I do has been strengthened by 
her teachings. It’s uplifting to know 
that somehow in different ways they 
landed here in this territory. Harvest 
came to me in the form of a book. 
We connected, and now I visit her in 
the states. Kayendres lived here for 
10 years, and then in Haida Gwaii in 
remote villages. She thought me how 
to pick up and carry that power with 
medicine and own it as an Indig-
enous woman. I’ve always honoured 
everything she has said and who she 
is, as I always honour where I come 
from and who put that knowledge in 
me. I feel like they’re always with me. 
It’s like walking with my own council 
of elders.
 
 My work always spills out 
into my life, and the best place it has 
was in raising my daughter. When I 
was pregnant with her, and still today, 
I treat her with herbal medicines. 
During my pregnancy and during my 
labour I drank medicines. Avoiding 
chemical painkillers, I drank rasp-
berry leaf tea instead, and also when 
I nursed my daughter. It would help 
lactation so I never had to use formu-

las as I produced enough with plant 
medicines. When she started eating, 
I mixed my breast milk with her food 
so she would have an easier time 
adjusting to it. I tried to avoid buying 
food off the store shelves as much as 
possible, and so I would make all her 
food myself because I really wanted 
to give her everything I never had. 
But for the most part, I was raised 
with herbal medicines and my whole 
life has been drinking tea.
 
 The more I learned from my 
Grandpa, the more I learned why 
teas are so healthy.  Your body is al-
most entirely made up of liquids and 
when it takes in a substance that’s 

not liquid, it takes a while to break 
it down. There is a certain amount 
of liquids in foods we eat too, but if 
you’re taking pills or herbal supple-
ments you have to drink a lot of 
water or your body has to work extra 
hard to break that pill down, but as 
a tea your body absorbs that herb in 
seconds. Your body is soluble to the 
medicine in the teas, although not an 
instant cure; your body can absorb 
it immediately starting the healing 
process. We all need to drink more 
water and start having a relationship 
with herbs. Even the ritual of making 
tea is healing. Boiling water, taking 
herbs you have gathered and stored 
from the spring, putting that into a 
pot, covering it, and waiting for it to 
fuse is the ceremonial part; you work-
ing for your medicine. We can learn 
patience, creativity, and how to love 
ourselves, just from drinking a cup 
of tea. It always lifts me up knowing 
how easy it is to sooth our spirits and 
to reconnect to the Earth.
 
 It’s always about the earth, 
water and sky.  Plants are all those 
directions coming from the earth. 
They take the sky’s energy and water 
to grow, and the elements of humans 
being involved with them. Touch-

ing, picking, and speaking to them, 
becomes a dialog. People get sick 
so unnecessarily these days and it’s 
hard to avoid getting sick even if you 
eat healthy foods and vitamins. You 
may have extra stresses you are 
avoiding in order to function. Holistic 
health is spirit, mind and body, and 
if your energy is low in one of those 
areas, perhaps that’s when you get 
sick. When you don’t balance those 
three elements daily, you’re putting 
your health at risk. Welcome spiritual-
ity in your life as it will lift you up, and 
then you’re free. People are mostly 
afraid of the hurt from our pasts that 
we carry until our hearts turn black 
and we become heavy. They need to 

release it through crying but some-
times can’t. We’ve all been told not 
to cry but doing so releases that hurt 
and things you shouldn’t be holding. 
In the end, you feel lighter. It’s never 
just about one thing and we have to 
take all elements seriously.
 
 True decolonization and 
autonomy is when you are grow-
ing your own food, working and 
eating collectively. Even if you’re 
forced to live alone on welfare in 
an apartment, it shouldn’t matter. 
One cannot eat decently alone. So 
set up a network with your friends. 
Community kitchens don’t have to 
happen in community centres. That 
can happen right in your own house. 
The whole stone soup idea. Bring it 
together; put in one pot and we will 
all eat. That’s really what a com-
munity kitchen is. Everybody needs 
food. We all need three meals a day. 
People who are living on the streets 
are lucky to get one meal a day. So if 
we have a home, even if we’re living 
on someone’s couch, we still have it 
better than the person sleeping in the 
rain. We have to work at being kinder 
to one another, walking together and 
getting over our differences with each 
other.”
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>>Robert Animikii Horton “Bebaamweyaazh”, Rainy River First Nations, Manitou Rap-
ids Anishinaabe, Waabizheshi Dodem (Marten Clan)

Imagine a day where First Nation sov-
ereignty is respected. 

Envision a reality where a sound 
future is compliant and in accordance 
with respected First Nation rights for 
as long as the river’s fl ow. 

Now that I have your attention – ask 
yourself if this is the reality that you 
see? 

With advances like increasing Indig-
enous cultural content in schools 
and Bill C-31, where many People’s 
recognized status was re-instated 
after challenges of the Indian Act and 
Human Rights issues. A serious mat-
ter of future sovereignty, and Human 
Rights now stares us in the face. The 
question remains: Do we stare back 
and challenge this matter? 

One gift of central and traditional 
teachings speaks of making deci-
sions wisely in defense and protec-
tion of those seven generations from 
our own. 

If you were told that rights of First 
Nations People gained from genera-
tions of struggle, negotiations, time, 
suffering and leadership might not 
exist for future generations, what 
would you think? 

If you were told of a policy that not 
only removes power of self-deter-
mination, though rhetoric fi lling the 
politician’s craw and capacity of 
public relations, but also draws a 
line that says our defi nition, not your 
defi nition of your People will deter-
mine honored rights established by 
your families and leaders for present 
and coming generations - what would 
you say? 

Finally, what if you found out that 
the fundamental logic, structure, and 
development of this aspect of Human 
Rights might leave little (if any) recog-
nized status for First Nations People? 
If this demonstrated the future of First 
Nations rights as a bottle-neck to 
near oblivion – what would you say? 

Do I have your attention? 

Due to increasing poverty, alcohol-
ism, and other social ills tied to 

cultural encroachment of European 
intervention (Residential Schools, 
land mergers, and sterilizations), 
many would leave Reserves (which 
would become decades of cap-
tive-land) for mainstream society in 
search of jobs, education, and ways 
to better themselves, keeping identity 
as a people: culture, language, and 
traditions central to everyday life. 
Some would marry non-Natives, have 
children, create families, and build 
futures. 

This isn’t seen by many of our 
People, but because of the reality 
described above, our family of deep 
running blood and culture isn’t far 
from losing all status and rights by 
treaties established for future genera-
tions. These children are one genera-
tion, by Canadian determination of 
who is and what constitutes being 
‘Indian’ and decisions of which future 
children receive treaty rights.  By 
being told ‘you are no longer Anishi-
naabe…or Cree’…you are no longer 
‘Indian’ and the family will never get 
this back. 

The second-generation cut described 
in the revised Indian Act. 
The “two-generation cut” after con-
secutive intermarriages, is elimina-
tion of recognition. This Abocide Bill 
has potential to do in two genera-
tions what 500 years of colonization 
couldn’t: elimination of all status Indi-
ans is the reality occurring right now. 

Is this our future? Denial of treaty 
rights is based on a system and 
policy written to lessen our numbers 
by the generation. These are facts 
you can see for yourself. This policy 
is occurring now an [has been] for the 
past few decades. Defi ned, we have 
political matters and classifi cations of 
further genocide below the radar. 

This is racial policy imposed upon a 
People, to strip them of nationhood, 
established rights, future presence 
and existence. It thus fulfi lls politi-
cal classifi cations of genocide. “The 
Plan” exists, even after locking the 
last Residential School doors forever. 

By 2060 will honored rights and 

recognition of our People exist? Will 
our seven generations experience 
rights which our leaders have fought 
for, that exist today, but perhaps not 
tomorrow? 

Unless this is seriously considered, 
contemplated, and challenged, this 
may be in the cards. 

How realistic is sovereignty if self-
determination by our own criteria, 
ensuring the treaty rights pre-dating 
this “bottleneck” in Canadian Policy, 
is limited? 

Many children have fallen through 
cracks of the system with recognized 
‘status’ Mothers, but ‘status’ dead-
beat Fathers that will not claim them, 
causing inability to attain these rights. 
There are many similar stories, and 
through crafted Western policy, many 
more are set to do the same, long 
before seven generations forward will 
arrive. 

Residential Schools, pre-Bill C-31, 
and current (accepted) policies to fur-
ther liquidate our numbers and with-
hold true sovereignty and treaty rights 
still exist to be challenged. Although 
not holding a doctorate in history, I 
am clearly aware of similar plans for 
systematic liquidations of a people 
based on racial classifi cations by 
Nazi Germany in the 1940s. Although 
not holding an honorary degree in 
anatomy or physiology, the only times 
I recall classifi cations based on dwin-
dling pedigree are those of canines, 
breeding horses, and slaves brought 
from Africa to the United States. 

Can we say overt dehumanization? 

Our struggle exists and so does our 
responsibility.

The logic I speak of is evident. 

These matters must be challenged as 
they are already in the works and on 
the rails, or does complacency and 
acceptance whisper in our ears: “Is it 
just a matter of time?” 

This is a matter of our very existence 
of recognition for many of us, many 
established rights by Treaty. 

Fahrenheit 2060: 
the temperature where sovereignty burns
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>>Theresa Seymour, Sto:lo

“Where are we headed?  What 
does this change of diet mean 
for future generations, as well as 
other Indigenous tribes around 
the world?”

We are surrounded by choices that 
some say are our inherent right as 
humans that makes life interesting.  
The most basic choice we make 
each day is:  “What to eat.”  There 
are many options but we rarely have 
the choice of traditional foods our 
ancestors consumed and depended 
on.

Let’s start in the 1920s, at a long-
house accessible only by canoe, 
with no central heating or plumbing.  
Survival was hunting, gathering, stor-
ing and processing traditional foods 
directly from the land where my 
Grandmother, almost 85 years of age 
was raised.  She looks fondly upon 
those times raised traditionally by her 
grandmother and speaks of foods 
back then, recalling names for plants 
and animals, repeating the name in 
“Halq’emeylem”, and then in English 
mentioning how beaver was a deli-
cacy boiled until tender and chewy. 
Meats were eaten in the spring and 
winter with salmonberry sprouts and 
dried meat was often dipped in fat 
collected from salmon and bear meat 
much like a salad oil today. Stone 
bowls placed below roasting salmon 
caught the excess of dark-red oil, 
which was stored for later use.

The word Sto:lo means people of 
the river, so salmon being the staple 
and livelihood was dried, smoked, 
boiled, or stored for winter. Every 
part was consumed; even cartilage 
of the head, eyes, cheeks, and brain.  
Salmon eggs were buried under-
ground curing until spring, becoming 

a cheese-like jelly while other salmon 
eggs were half wind dried or put into 
the stomach of a deer to ripen.  The 
jelly-like spinal chord of a sturgeon 
was reserved for elders and children 
who would line up for their 15 to 30 
cm long piece.  Logically it was fed 
to them fi rst, as it was rich in vita-
mins, benefi cial at these stages of 
life. Tightly woven baskets, sealed 
with pitch were used to boil meat by 
dropping in heated stones.

Obesity was rare as people were 
wiry and could run and work all day.  
We didn’t drink liters of water to 
hydrate; in fact one would only drink 
water in the hot summer.  Essential 
nutrients were found in soups and 
teas, as there wasn’t coffee, sugars 
or alcohol dehydrating our organs.  
There was little sickness and many 
Elders lived for over a 100 years.  My 
grandma’s mother died at the age 
of 103; without dementia, which is 
common now.  

Not until moving from the longhouse 
and being taken to the Coquilitza 
residential school in 1935, was she 
exposed to a European diet of fats, 
sugars and starches which she didn’t 
like and mostly gave away.  She fi rst 
contracted chicken pox, deteriorat-
ing eyesight, and rotting teeth only 
after her arrival to residential school. 

The traditional diet was purpose-
ful and preventative.  People ate 
twice a day and if one were hungry 
in between, snacks from breakfast 
would be eaten with afternoon teas 
like rose hip and Hudson’s Bay that 
prevented sickness.  A great-uncle 
gave grandma “Sta-cus-il”, which 
was marrow and fat from bones 
saying, “this way your bones won’t 
break so easy, if you don’t use your 
teeth for chewing then the roots will 

get weak.”  People chewed soft ribs 
to strengthen teeth and after meals 
the children would be sent to get 
“licorice-root” from ferns that grew 
on rocks.  Also, helping digestion the 
long roots were chewed until bitter 
and swished around to remove food 
in their teeth.
  
Diet determines the long-term health 
of elders suffering from more ail-
ments and turning to pharmaceuti-
cals opposed to traditional remedies.  
Infants get formulas and juices made 
with unnatural preservatives, salts, 
and sugars, instead of mother’s milk 
and water that are easier for a baby’s 
digestion system to process, while 
we wonder why kids are ridden with 
social, mental and learning disabili-
ties.  

Can health issues be avoided by 
shifting our dietary conscience from 
childhood?  Home cooking with 
more wild meats and vegetables, 
less fast foods and breakfasts full 
of fat, salt, and sugars as there is 
far more in a drink of pop or juice 
than is in 5 or 6 oranges.  Our sugar 
intake is unnaturally high, addicting 
kids before they can make their own 
dietary choices, eventually turning 
some to synthetic highs from drugs 
and alcohol.  

Applying these observations to 
today’s dietary behaviors, we see 
that it affects overall health as well as 
toxins in the environment and con-
tainers where we keep our food.  It 
cannot be denied that our diet in the 
last 100 years has changed drasti-
cally and without intervention, will 
create a generation of children with a 
variety of health problems.  
The haunting question remains – is 
this the foundation we want to build 
for our next generation?

The Traditional Sto:lo DietThe Traditional Sto:lo Diet
History within the Context of Todays DietHistory within the Context of Todays Diet
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THE HAIDA PTHE HAIDA POTATOOTATO
and Agricultural Practices and Agricultural Practices 

for Survivalfor Survival
 I got the chance to sit and 
talk, with Haida elder and oral 
historian Woodrow Morrison, about 
the Haida potato as well as Haida ag-
ricultural practices and philosophies.  
Morrison and I discussed the ancient 
trading patterns and stories regarding 
the Haida potato.  These stories con-
tradicted what has been documented 
in most mainstream textbooks and set 
the tone for a lost philosophy about 
food sovereignty and [the nature of] 
human consumption.

 Woodrow (Woody) Morrison 
is from Haidaburg, Alaska.  Woody 
has been a lawyer, was in the US 
Naval Forces, worked in TV and Film 
and also has been a delegate elder 
at many conferences and gatherings 
worldwide. Woody is extremely 
knowledgeable in history, specifically 
the Haida culture.  As a youth he 
was trained as a historian and to this 
day shares his knowledge in various 
forums and projects.  

 The Haida people grew pota-
toes and a species of tobacco that was 
exterminated by the clergy upon con-
tact.  The conceived notion in history 
is that European explorers or traders 
introduced the potato or “skoo-seet” 
to the Haidas.  The word skoo-seet is 
said to come from the English term 
“good-seed,” although Woody ex-
pressed that the potato looks nothing 
like a seed at all.  Woody remembers 
the potato from his childhood and 
some of the growing practices.  Agri-
culture was not the same as it was for 
the European and Western concepts 
of farming for financial gain, as the 
Haidas only grew what was needed.  
Oral history says that the Haidas grew 
these potatoes before contact and 
traded to mainland tribes for oolichan 
and other articles that couldn’t be 
acquired on the archipelago of Haida 
territory.  A story also exists 

in the oral history of a people called 
the “Cloak People,” who came wear-
ing tanned bearskins near the begin-
ning of the Ice Age.  These Cloak 
People promised to teach the old peo-
ple the secret of how to acquire these 
skins and process them if the Haidas 
would teach them how to “walk on 
water”, as the Haidas were such great 
seafarers.  The Cloak People wanted 
to learn how to navigate these vessels 
or “Tluu” to reach their pre-deter-
mined destination.  After putting off 
leaving for their destination, the Ice 
Age came and the Cloak people were 
trapped.  A lady had offered to show 
them how to get out of the region and 
they agreed.  Centuries later when the 
water rised again the Haidas were vis-
ited by a shorter darker people, which 
the historians called the Southern 
People.  A Haida man fell in love with 
one of the Southern women much to 
the scrutiny of some of the elders.  
This created a split in the people and 
some went South to find the others 
that left with the Cloak people.  Upon 
returning they brought the Haida 
potato, which has proclaimed genetic 
links to the Peruvian and other South 
American potato species.

 What does this mean for 
Food Sovereignty?  There are many 
factors but I will concentrate on just 
a few.  This means that the history 
taught to us, for the most part, is inac-
curate, and the ideas of West Coast 
Aboriginal Peoples being only hunt-
ers and gatherers is false.  The exis-
tence of cultivated crops like the pota-
to and tobacco means a true sense of 
food sovereignty and connection with 
the Earth existed long before contact.  
The loss of the knowledge and wis-
dom of these farming techniques is a 
direct attempt to withdraw food and 
cultural sovereignty from the Haida 
people. Haidas traded potatoes to sur-
rounding Indigenous peoples and to 

European explorers, but history 
books say that the potato came from 
European explorers who left them 
there.  The same cultural generaliza-
tions found in history books still 
continue today and are implemented 
to remove a People from their con-
nection with the lands they have and 
still inhabit.  Also the refusal to ac-
cept the oral knowledge of our elders 
is a direct attempt to disregard and 
separate Indigenous people from the 
land and ultimately the resources that 
rest in the soil beneath.

 There are many oral 
histories and traditions of food 
sovereignty and security existent in 
all Indigenous cultures, yet none of 
those are recognized by the majority 
of historians and scholars.  Only re-
cently are these ideas being explored. 
Soon new information will become 
evident as the records are re-exam-
ined and the concepts of trade and 
agriculture before Colonial contact 
will be reviewed and re-written.

>>Ron Dean Harris / Ostwelve / Kwe-la / Mlo:hyleq / Sto:lo / St’át’imc>>Ron Dean Harris / Ostwelve / Kwe-la / Mlo:hyleq / Sto:lo / St’át’imc

>>David Robert Boxley, Tsimshian
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above: Untitled
below: John Graham
>>Jeneen Frei Njootl, Vuntut Gwich’In

It all began at the powwows. I would cook fry bread 
and my auntie would sell it at her stand. It was known 
as Mrs. X’s fry bread because my husband didn’t want 
anyone to know that I made it. I was fi ne with no one 
knowing it was mine. I was too busy dancing; I’m a 

traditional dancer and my husband drums.

In the past couple of months my husband has been 
away drumming and I’ve been at home taking care of 

our children. When he comes home he wants fry bread 
more then sex, which leads me to believe he’s fooling 

around on me. So at the Hawk’s Nest Indian Days I en-
tered my fry bread in a contest. When the judge tasted 

my entry he asked me.

“Are you, Mrs. X?”

I nodded.

“I declare a winner!” He exclaimed.

Then a grass dancer walked up to the table and kissed 
my hand.

“You’re beautiful and fry bread is delicious,” he said.

My husband saw him and became extremely jealous. 
He stormed off and went to pout at the drum.

In the end I did fi nd out he was cheating on me. I saw 
him making out with a jingle dress dancer.

You know I always thought I was his one and only. Now 
I realize his true love isn’t fl esh and bone. It’s part fl our, 

part baking soda, and part water.

A Fry Bread Divorce
>>Jonathan Taylor, Anishnaabe
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 The A.D.A.P.T (Aboriginal Diabetes Awareness, Preven-
tion, and Teaching) Program is designed to address the high rate 
of diabetes among Aboriginal Peoples in Vancouver’s Downtown 
Eastside by creating awareness of diabetes, and promoting the 
program in a culturally appropriate manner.

 The program offers a Diabetes Community Kitchen and 
Workshops, which are both free to community members. 
In the Diabetes Community Kitchen, people gather to cook a 
healthy meal together and participate in a sharing circle.  The “Dia-
betes and Healthy Living” workshops have been provided to youth, 
elders, and health professionals in training to help them gain a 
better understanding of Aboriginal People’s health and diet. 

 Corrine Mitchell, who is the resident elder and coordinator 
of A.D.A.P.T and is from Sliammon (Coast Salish territory), states 
that a lot of the teachings she utilizes belong to her grandmother, 
Molly Ghalaghos, and also her other grandmother, Annie Wilson. 
Through these teachings, Corrine emphasizes that food is ex-
tremely important. Simply put, food is medicine and we teach this 
through the circles, workshops and one-to-one sessions. Eating 
healthy is very important because adults need to show our youth; 
we need to teach our young children about eating healthy.  One of 
the main concerns that is more apparent at an alarming rate is that 
our young people now are being diagnosed with Type 2 Diabetes. 
The diabetes and heart hold hands together.  We have many fam-
ily members living with diabetes and it is the mission of A.D.A.P.T 
to assist them in the management of this disease. Corrine states, 
“for families coming into our program, we walk with them very 
gently, we hear where they are at, and we honor wherever they’re 
at. Often it’s the barriers more so than them wanting to hear what 
carbs are (carbohydrates), what protein is, and learning about 
healthy foods. It takes a long time to gain information, the respect, 
and knowing that walking with them is so vitally important. It’s 
about safety. It’s about healthy foods that are available.”

 There are many dedicated volunteers that help with this 
program and other programs alike.  For many, it is their way of 
healing, a way of recognizing talent, a way of contributing to their 
communities, and a way of social interaction.  The A.D.A.P.T. 
program has infl uenced many lives and helping them change for 
the better. It has helped people to focus on health concerns and 
issues and how to manage them by participating in meetings, 
circles, and individual sessions. It has opened up many doors and 
opportunities for others to become involved. Through this program 
they are able to help others create and help fi nd a better path for 
nutrition, health, and lifestyle.

>>Shadae Rose Johnson, Dene/ Tochene / Dogrib
Han/ Interior Sailish (Okanogan)  and Coast Sailish 
(Startlip)

Visit Vancouver Native Health Society 
Portal to fi nd more info on Adapt and 
other community health programs:

http://www.vnhs.net/

A.D.A.P.T, where good seeds growA.D.A.P.T, where good seeds grow

>>Natasha Harry, Shuswap/Esketemc
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When I was a child, I used to drive down the bush road 
with my father or my uncle to go hunting.  We used to 
have narrow roads; when the clear-cutting started, the 
roads began to widen. As time went on, we were pushed 
further into the bush to places where the trees had not 
yet been clear-cut.  I later found out that around the 
same time, forestry companies that were logging on our 
territory had begun spraying the land with pesticides, 
harming both small plants and animals, and making 
people sick. This is when our community started to real-
ize that everything was in danger – the land, the animals, 
and the water. When our land is in danger, our identity is 
in danger.

The community started taking action. In the late 80’s, the 
community camped out on Parliament Hill, demanding 
to meet with the Prime Minister. Some people who are 
fi ghting now were still in their Tikinagans (cradleboards). 
I remember my great kokom being there; she was in her 
80’s. The police had to carry her out of her tent and to a 
paddy wagon. My grandmother’s refusal to leave, in her 
last years on this earth, demonstrated to me how far our 
community was willing to go to fi ght for our rights and 
defend our land.

I was told about another fi ght my great kokom faced 
while out hunting. She killed a moose and the game war-
den tried to take her moose, but she didn’t want to let it 
go. She put up a fi ght and was hit in the head with a rifl e, 
which left a big cut across her forehead. 

In 1989, I remember the blockades we had near La Do-
maine, a 40-minute drive down the road from Rapid Lake 
where our community lives. These blockades lasted for 
a long time. I remember my Dad being attacked by the 
Quebec Provincial Police. 

The violence my father later faced in the 1990s and what 
I am facing today echoes what my great kokom went 
through to protect our rights. This is my community’s 
struggle to protect our way of life and our land.

I was young and unaware of the signifi cance of what was 
going on. Now in my 20s, I understand what they were 
fi ghting for and I will do the same. Growing up I harvest-
ed with my family and I learned how important the land is 
to us the Anishnabek people. Harvesting from the land is 
our means of survival and our language survives through 
our continued connection to the land. 

Each area of traditional territory has a specifi c name 
based on the landscape and the animals that frequent 
the area, for example Waboos Washak (Rabbit Bay), 
Mitchikinabik (Stone Weir), and Enegoshik (Ant hill). The 
language comes from the land. Learning of our tradition-
al lifestyle has strengthened my identity as Anishnabe.

I learned that in the face of clear-cut logging, tourism, 
and sport hunting, we had to continue to protect our land 

and that the blockades and visit to Parliament Hill were 
the only ways the government would listen and work 
with us to conserve the land. 

The community got the governments – Quebec and 
Canada – to sign the Trilateral Agreement. The Trilateral 
is a binding agreement between Barriere Lake, Canada 
and Quebec. It is an agreement based on sustainable 
development, conservation, and respecting indigenous 
traditional land. It was praised by the United Nations, 
who described it as a “trailblazer” agreement, and by 
the Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples (RCAP) as 
a promising model for other First Nations. When imple-
mented, it was designed to give us a decisive voice in 
the management of our territory.  

The agreement itself was signed in 1991 and took over a 
decade to develop. But 17 years later we are still pres-
suring the governments to honor the agreement that they 
signed with my ancestors. In all those years, the govern-
ment has demonstrated its disrespect for my community. 
They have divided my people trying to undermine the 
agreement.

The Canadian government used divide and conquer 
tactics, by recognizing a minority faction in place of the 
Customary Chief and Council. In 1996, they deposed the 
Customary Chief and Council, but they were restored 
to power in 1997. In 2006, the government refused to 
recognize the legitimate Native leadership and on March 
10th, 2008, the federal government orchestrated another 
coup d’etat in Barriere Lake, which imposed a minority 
faction on us.

This small group, which Indian Affairs illegally recognized 
as our leadership, does not support the Trilateral, but 
would rather fi ght for programs and services from Indian 
Affairs. From what I have seen, these programs and ser-
vices are designed to fail – they don’t protect the land. 
With the Trilateral Agreement we can stay connected to 
land.

The government signs agreements with First Nations 
peoples but doesn’t bother to respect them. Our peace-
ful blockades on Highway 117 were met with riot squads, 
violence, and tear gas that pushed us back into our 59-
acre community. The government’s silence has spoken 
louder than words: keep those Indians in their 59-acre 
community, let them live in poverty, and criminalize those 
who dare speak out against the violation of their rights. 
We won’t tolerate this. We will continue to speak out, 
spread our message, and pressure the government to 
honor our rights.

From Tikinagan (cradle-
board) to Spokesperson
>>NORMAN MATCHEWAN 

A Perspective from 
A Barriere Lake 
Algonquin Youth: 

>>Lacy Morin-Desjarlais, Saulteaux/Metis
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I live in Fort Chipewyan, Alberta. Most people 
would not even know that Fort Chip exists if it were 
not for the tar sands industries. Little do people 
know, it is the oldest settlement in Alberta, and may 
become the fi rst to go extinct on account of the tar 
sands. Explorers traveled our waterways over 200 
years ago to reach the Dene and the Cree. Hudson 
Bay established their company and traded with my 
ancestors. Fort Chip was a trading headquarters 
for the people of the North.  We traded with the 
company for modern items. Soon to follow was the 
Catholic Church and residential schools.

Growing up in Fort Chipewyan was a beautiful 
experience when it came to the land; I spent many 
days as a child in Jackfi sh. Jackfi sh is our reserve; 
it is on the south shore of Lake Athabasca. To get 
there you have to travel across the lake and into 
the channels of the delta. As you go further into the 
delta, cabins can be seen along the shores. Jack-
fi sh itself is a village with a row of cabins on the 
shore. When I close my eyes I can picture it; there 
are no words that can explain the simple beauty 
of Jackfi sh. I remember the smell of smoked fi sh 
and sounds of laughter as we played as children. 
My cousin Rose and I would go with my great 
aunt Madeline into the bush to check the snares; 
we would walk behind her and check every snare. 
Rose and I also did a lot of fi shing off Lake Atha-
basca. We had a special place of our own at the 
end of monument hill. We caught mostly pickerel, 
white fi sh and jackfi sh. My favorite was pickerel 
because you can cut out the cheeks and cook 
them with eggs for breakfast. Berry picking in the 
fall out on Burnt Wood Island was an incredible 
blueberry heaven.  My aunty Bernie used to take all 
of us kids out there and have us pick blue berries. 
We were given a big white plastic bucket to fi ll up, 
although mine was not always full, as I tended to 
eat more blueberries than I picked. For a time in my 
life I lived as my ancestors did and I had hoped to 
relive these beautiful memories with my daughter 
Jrayanna.

I moved home to Fort Chip from Edmonton January 
2008 with my fi ve-year-old daughter. Upon return-
ing I enrolled in the fi rst environmental monitoring 
course that Northern Lakes College offered, from 
January to March 2008. Our instructor, Warner 
Amos Naziel is traditionally known in his country 
as Toghestiy, which is a hereditary Chiefs name 
from the Wetsuwet’en Nation in Morristown, British 
Columbia. Prior to teaching in Fort Chipewyan, 
Warner taught similar programs at Northwest Com-
munity College and at the University of Northern 
British Columbia in their Aboriginal Health Sciences 
program. Our course was eight weeks long, and 
while in training we learned many aspects of envi-
ronmental monitoring such as procedures, protocol 
and tools for taking samples of the environment. In 
addition to sample taking technique, we were also 
taught survival skills: how to read maps, compass-
es, global positioning systems (GPS) and much 

I am 
downstream; 

I am on 
ground zero. 
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>>JADA VOYAGEUR, ATHABASCA CHIPEWYAN
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more. Eight others and I graduated on March 4th, 2008.  
We all agreed that we had endured many obstacles in 
completing the course. During the same time I was in 
training, I attended a band meeting to nominate youth, 
adults and elders to sit on advisory committees for each 
of the twenty-two oil companies. I was nominated and 
voted onto three such committees.  So far, I have attend-
ed one meeting with a company here in Fort Chip where 
they gave our committee a presentation on dry tailings 
technology.  Another company fl ew us to their site and 
to their “compensation lake.” The company spent ten 
million dollars re-routing a creek into their man-made 
lake. Unbelievable isn’t it? They would go through such 
lengths to keep producing oil, all in the name of develop-
ment, despite the resulting destruction and genocide. 

Tar sands industries have over twenty companies and 
each individual company has numerous leases. Com-
bined, the tar sands deposit is roughly the size of the 
state of Florida. Tar sands industries begin only about 
two hundred kilometers south of Fort Chip.  The Govern-
ment has issued “leases” to extract oil by using water 
from the Athabasca River. Each company is issued a cer-
tain amount of water to be extracted from the river. They 

are also allowed a certain amount of wastewater dis-
charge, which contains almost every contaminate known 
to man. It takes four to fi ve barrels of water to produce 
one barrel of oil and these companies combined produce 
millions of barrels daily. The water is being pulled out 
of the river and eventually out of Lake Athabasca at an 
alarming rate. Water levels have dropped ten feet, which 
is shocking, as Lake Athabasca is one of Canada’s great 
lakes.  All of the mines have tailings ponds; vast pools of 
toxic chemical waste left over from the refi ning process.  
Last spring, approximately fi ve hundred ducks died by 
landing into the petroleum conglomerate  Syncrude’s 
deadly tailings pond. Environmental Defense, an orga-
nization concerned with the environmental impact of all 
industries within Canada,  released a report in February 
2008, entitled: “The Most Destructive Project On Earth.”  
The article explains in depth the horrifi c effects the tar 
sands are having on not just the people of Fort Chipewy-
an but the whole country. The same organization recently 
released another report stating that the tailings ponds 
leak eleven million litres of toxic waste each day into the 
ground water which ultimately lead into the Athabasca 
river, our lakes, our taps and fi nally into our systems.

In the Growling House of the Wolf
>>Morgan Green, Tsimshian

Take Action!

Toxic Tar Sands: The Most Destructive Project on Earth:
http://www.environmentaldefence.ca/reports/tarsands.htm

Indigenous Environmental Network
http://www.ienearth.org

Redwire met Jada at the Defenders of the Land confer-
ence that was held at the Metis Friendship center in 
Winnipeg, Manitoba this past November. We were very 
inspired and touched by her presentation of events and 
circumstances that her and her community is facing. At 
the conference, Jada had announced that she is going 
to be creating her own Youth Council to align herself 
with other Grass Roots organizations to support her 
protest and resistance.
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Recently I’ve reflected upon making an effort to return to my 
roots. I don’t mean saying, “I’m proud to be Native,” going to 
powwows, or watching Smoke Signals over and over. I mean 
living it by practicing traditions and learning what it means 
to return to the land. This is a journey my partner and I feel 
strongly about as Haudenosaunee youth, and one we braced 
ourselves to fully commit to for one week this past summer. 

Nowadays, the news from our communities is about land 
claims, environmental degradation, and suffering as a result 
of our disconnection with Mother Earth. While this is true and 
essential knowledge, we need land for the people and people 
for the land. When entering activist spaces, I’m usually asked 
about land struggles in Native communities – to which I’ll 
often reply, “I work in sexual and reproductive health. Do you 
know the latest statistic on AIDS in Aboriginal communities?” 

People ask about existing issues for maybe a few stereotypical 
reasons (thinking we know everything about each other and 
send smoke signals), but mostly because these are very key 
issues for us.  We need the Earth for the Seven Generations 
prophecies to come true.  While still learning about environ-
mental justice and food sustainability, I know I can’t separate 
myself from my community. These are dual realities we deal 
with even when discussing topics like sexuality and violence 
prevention. I have to be informed. We can’t put an issue before 
another as they all affect us somehow. 

My partner lives in Oneida, Wisconsin and after conversations 
on the importance of culture, and the destruction of Mother 
Earth, we decided that if we are going to continue to complain 
we have to do something about it. I planned to visit my partner 
and his family and we thought, let’s make it a cultural journey 
eating only traditional foods doing as many traditional/cultural 
activities as possible.  Luckily, Oneida has a grocery store that 
carries traditional food that is grown or hunted in the territory, 
so my partner had a fun time shopping for us! 

I’m not the first to admit that I don’t look after my body the 
way I should. Especially when traveling, I’m content with 
something to eat and a place to rest. I do however; recognize 
the importance of nourishing my mind, body, and soul; know-
ing that if I strengthen my gifts from the Creator, I’ll have to 
change some lifestyle choices.  This is something I want for 
myself, and the fact that my partner is involved is a bonus to 
something significant to each of us.

It was tough! A week of rejecting our innermost cravings, 
attending gatherings and refusing almost every food item 
served and not eating bannock during the big Oneida pow-
wow (because it isn’t traditional people! Where do you think 
flour comes from?).  Even grocery shopping, we questioned 
where stuff came from, ensuring we ate foods produced by our 
own people (not to offend any of our other relations whom we 
respect and love, this was about going to back to where WE 
started). A lot was learned about preparedness and our attach-
ment to unhealthy foods. Culture helped to keep us going, and 

at times we felt our ancestors telling us to go on.  We recorded 
more of our thoughts and musings during this time at: www.
back2traditions.blogspot.com 

We learned that you can do something good for you by your-
self, or with an equally committed and supportive partner, and 
we didn’t need to be together for decades to realize that. We 
have family that supported us and recognized the connection 
between healthy minds, bodies, and relationships. We rarely 
see examples or hear discussions on healthy, balanced relation-
ships, where people feel like they are getting what they need 
while trying to equally support the other person. We only hear 
about them when they are bad, violent, or overtly sensational-
ized and “lovey-dovey.”  It’s possible to do all these things at 
once, but it starts with YOU making that first move. 

For us, it was not only a demonstration of solidarity uniting 
Haudenosaunee culture across borders, but an example of 
how youth can really be part of the fight to sustain culture by 
altering the dietary ways that Western society pushes on us. 
Going forward, I know that we’ll think twice about how we’ll 
deal with our desire for junk foods, but when I think about the 
cultural, spiritual, and personal goals we achieved from feeling 
full from the land, I’d say it’s worth it.

Going Back2Traditions! 
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Jessica Yee is the founder and Director of the Native 
Youth Sexual Health Network; she works across North 
America on issues of healthy sexuality, reproductive 
justice, cultural competency, and youth empowerment. 
At 22 she is a proud Mohawk young woman who is also 
involved in violence prevention education work with orga-
nizations such as the Canadian Centre for Policy Alterna-
tives and the Highway of Tears Initiative. You can see her 
activisting it up on sites like SHAMELSS Magazine: For 
Girls Who Get It!, Racialicious, RABBLE.ca, or writing in 
the community for the Turtle Island Native News and the 
Kahnawake Eastern Door.
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Skyelar Hawk Isaac Adam born July 17th 2008 to 
Tania Willard and Kevin Adam about 11:15am at our 
home on our bed at 1009 Odlum Drive Vancouver 
BC

I was a Redwire mom before becoming a real mom 
to my son Skyelar. I edited, did layout, managed 
and served on the board.  My partner Kevin was 
there through the amazing and challenging times at 
Redwire. It was my world and life for years and now 
I have this little guy realizing how much I love him 
and hope we can create better worlds, choices and 
beautiful visions for future generations.  It’s made 
me realize that we were all little miracles, and still 
can be through our love for family and friends, and 
our work to make this world a place we want for our 
great great great grandchildren. 

Love to all the Redwire generations to come, we do 
this for each other to share and learn, make healthy 
lives and live up to the prayers our ancestors made 
for us. 

A-ho peace to you all! 

(And yes my baby boy has blue eyes haha peace 
to all the mixes out there, I know it doesn’t matter 
what colour we are on the outside our hearts are 
red…or maybe kinda bluey purple.)

Emil was born on Nov 8th 2008 to Andrea Lofquist 
and Mike Krebs. MIke has served on the board of 
Redwire for several years and continually offers sup-
port through mentorship and guidance. 

This little one was born on the Dec 27th 
2008 to Bracken Hanuse Corlett and Megan 
Fortier. He’ll be named in a ceremony early 
January.

Shout Out to the Young Ones!
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P R E S E N T S

A WEEK LONG CELEBRATION OF
ABORIGINAL PERFORMANCE AND ART
featuring Ab-Original Cabaret, Live Music, Dance, Theatre,
Workshops, ORiginAL Writers, Youth Showcase, Forums and more!

February 9 – 15, 2009
Tickets: 604.684.2787
Or book online at: www.ticketstonight.caVISIT

www.fullcircle.ca INFO 604.683.8993

VENUES  Roundhouse Community Arts and Recreation Centre, Ironworks Studio,
Vancouver Aboriginal Friendship Centre, Wise Hall, First Nations House of Learning,
Holiday Inn Hotel and Suites Vancouver Downtown
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Corn Preparation:
1. Pick corn in late fall and thoroughly dry.  
2. Boil corn for several hours with hardwood 
ashes.  This is done because lye, which is a 
form of acid, is found in hardwood ashes.  
The lying process softens the outer shell 
found on each kernel.  
3. Thoroughly wash off lye and shells.  Now 
it is ready to mix with your favourite soup or 
stew.

Recipe:

1. Wash 6 cups lyed corn and place in a 8qt 
pot.
2. Mix with 2 lbs pork, beef, game or meat of 
your choice.
3. Add one package, or 2 cans, of cooked kid-
ney or pinto beans.
4. Add soup stock, or  beef  bovril, and cover 
mixture with liquid of your choice.
5. Mix garlic, onions, chiles, tomatoes or any 
other vegetable or spices of preference.
6. Cook slowly for 2 or 3 hours.

Bannock, fried bread, scone, whatever you want 
to call it.  Deep-fried fl our, baking powder, salt, 
and water is not traditional food!  This is the kind 
of food that is the cause of high blood pressure, 
diabetes and heart disease that is plaguing our 
communities.  To my knowledge, First Nations in 
North America never did farm wheat; there were 
a lot of grains that were harvested and used for 
foods though.  I know in Anishanabe land the 
cattail was a major source of food.  There is a 
time of the year that the “head” was used as 
fl our and then another time of the year the root 
can be dried and grinded into fl our.  Manoomin 
“wild rice” was one of the most signifi cant food 
sources for Anishanabe people and that it could 
also be grinded and used for fl our.

The History of Bannock by my Grandfather Chief 
Wilmer D. Noganosh Megnetawan: First Nation 
In Anishanabe Land

“When I was a little boy, I remember the train 
stopping on the reserve about once a month.  If 
you think about it, every reserve I’ve been to has 
a train track that goes through it and back when 
I was a kid we were not allowed to hunt or even 
leave the reserve.  Our only means for survival 
was the government rations that were brought to 
us monthly on the train.  Not a big train, usu-
ally an engine pulling one or two cars. The train 
would stop at each community along the line 
and two men would throw out a couple big bags 
of tea, sometimes sugar, fl our, salt, baking pow-
der, potatoes, onions, and carrots.  Usually we 
would get half rotted beans, pork, and lard.   A 
big thrill as a child was to get an apple.”

This is how Bannock came to my grandfather; it 
has become an unhealthy comfort food and we 
need to think long and hard about what tradi-
tions we want to pass on to the future genera-
tions.

I do love fried Bannock, especially with butter 
and jam but we need to eat it in moderation.  Let 
us make smaller portions and experiment with 
whole grain and multigrain fl ours.  Corn mill is 
really good and actually has nutritional value un-
like “traditional” Bannock made with white fl our.  
Next time you fast, fi nd out what the traditional 
food sources were in your territory and try them, 
you may like them.  We have been colonized by 
food practice and lifestyle and it has been suc-
cessful in disconnecting people from the land.  
We are living out a long death in a mainstream 
wasteland.  We sit at home in front of the T.V. 
drinking Coca-Cola and eating Fritos, and our 
homeland is being destroyed so our children’s 
children can sit at home in front of the T.V. drink-
ing Coca-Cola and eating Fritos. 

Boycott BannockBoycott Bannock
…..Go Organic…..Go Organic

Danforth Family Corn Soup Recipe
>>Jessica Yee, Mohawk
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>>Star Bear
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ARCTIC CHAR SOUP

Thaw fish in cold running water (this will take over 
20 minutes).
Don’t plug the sink because circulating water is 
better for thawing.

What you need: knife, pot, spatula/stirring stick

1 white onion - chopped and diced
several celery stalks -chopped
2 small potatoes - chopped
1 carrot - chopped

Put all the veggies into the pot and fill it with water 
until it reaches the top of the veggies.

Add 1 cube of vegtable stock
Boil the vegetables on medium

Filleting the fish
Cut along the side of the spine, not too deep until 
you get to the back of the fish.
Open up; try and cut close to the bone in order to 
use as much meat as possible.

Add some milk and/or cream. I used about 2 cups 
and added more milk than cream.

Chop the fish and put it into the pot.
Boil it for 10 minutes 
Fish cooks really fast, you can tell when it’s done 
when you pick up a piece of the fish and it falls 
apart easily.

Add some salt and pepper then serve it up!

Jasmine Redfern grew up in Iqaluyt, Nunavut and moved to Vancouver 
several years ago. She’s currently working at YouthCo AIDS society 
under the Aboriginal Youth Harm Reduction Project. I asked Jasmine 
what’s in her freezer these days and she invited me over to cook Char 
soup and try some frozen beluga.

Typically beluga isn’t cooked. You cut it up into small cubes and eat 
it raw. I usually cut off the fat but some people like the fat and don’t 
want to waste it. The part I have is from the skin on the stomach, I cut 
it into smaller cubes because it’s easier to chew.

My uncle and cousin hunt beluga. When you catch it, you share it with 
your neighbours, family or elders who can’t hunt anymore. Most peo-
ple use guns to shoot it but my uncle goes on a Sea-Doo and uses 
a harpoon. By hunting beluga this way there is less chance of losing 
the whale by it sinking into the ocean. Guns are cheaper and easier 
because you can shoot from a greater distance; you have to get really 
close to the beluga in order to hunt by harpoon. Recently up North, a 
bunch of narwhals got stuck in the ice and people were worried that 
they might starve to death or drown because they have to breathe 
more often than other whales. So hunters went and harvested over 
200 of them and now they are distributing them amongst the commu-
nities. Typically, people hunt narwhals in the summertime by boat and 
they have to be extremely quiet because they move much faster than 
belugas and are more diffi cult to catch.

Recipes Recipes 
& Stories& Stories
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